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The self-guiding of relativistically intense but ultrashort laser pulses has been experimentally inves-

tigated as a function of laser power, plasma density, and plasma length in the blowout regime. The extent

of self-guiding, observed by imaging the plasma exit, is shown to be limited by nonlinear pump depletion

with observed self-guiding of over tens of Rayleigh lengths. Spectrally resolved images of the plasma exit

show evidence consistent with self-guiding in the plasma wake. Minimal losses of the self-guided pulse

resulted when the initial spot size was matched to the blowout radius.
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It is recognized that excitation of strong wakes traveling
near light speed in centimeter-scale plasmas is crucial for
realizing a ‘‘benchtop,’’ GeV-class laser-wakefield accel-
erator (LWFA) [1]. Such wakes are formed when a rela-
tivistically intense and ultrashort laser pulse propagates
through an underdense plasma [2]. Extending the inter-
action length of such pulses, without the need to propagate
them through a preformed plasma density channel [3–5],
would greatly simplify a practical LWFA device. There
have been limited systematic prior experimental studies of
the self-guided blowout regime, although many current
laser-wakefield experiments rely on this mechanism to
extend the acceleration length [6]. In recent studies, self-
guiding was observed using a 2 mm gas jet [7–9], but no
limiting mechanism was demonstrated. Extending this
self-guided length with higher laser powers and lower
plasma densities holds the promise of obtaining multi-
GeV energy electron beams from a LWFA [10].

In this Letter we show that it is possible to self-guide
such a laser pulse and continue to excite a wake over tens
of Rayleigh lengths ZR in the so-called blowout regime
[2,11,12]. Furthermore, we have determined a scaling of
the length over which such a pulse can be guided as a
function of the ambient electron plasma density ne and
deduce that this length is consistent with the nonlinear
pump depletion length Lpd. This observed limitation can

also explain the limited experimental lengths reported in
other short-pulse self-guiding studies [5,13]. Finally, opti-
mal self-guiding was found when ne, laser power P, and
the original laser spot size wo are matched according to
recent theory [2].

Matched guiding of a laser pulse occurs when diffraction
is balanced by focusing. In a plasma, this occurs when
there is a radial variation of the electron density that
provides the normalized on-axis depression �n=ne ’
4=ðk2pw2

0Þ, which in turn produces a refractive index chan-

nel that guides the pulse [14]. Here kp is the plasma wave

number. In the blowout regime, the laser pulse’s initial

ponderomotive force causes �n=ne ’ 1 within the pulse
[15] which modifies the matching condition.
When a relativistically intense ao � 1 but ultrashort

c� � �p laser pulse with power P> Pc enters an under-

dense, !p < !o, plasma, the plasma electrons at the head

of the pulse are completely blown out radially during the
rise time of the pulse leaving an ion channel in the first
plasma period. Here ao ¼ eA=mc2 is the normalized vec-
tor potential of the laser, !o and !p are the laser and

plasma frequencies, respectively, � is the full width half
maximum (FWHM) of the duration of the laser pulse,
�p ¼ 2�c=!p and Pc ’ 17ð!0=!pÞ2 GW which is the

critical power for relativistic self-focusing [14]. The
plasma ions exert an attractive force on these electrons
which then rush back toward the laser axis setting up the
wakefield. Most of the laser pulse thus resides inside the
electron density depression and can therefore be guided.
However, due to the inertia of the electrons, the density or
refractive index channel is expected to form on a longitu-
dinal scale length of c=!p. Therefore the very front of the

laser pulse continuously erodes away due to diffraction
with the degree of guiding of the remaining pulse varying
along the laser pulse [16]. An estimate of the erosion rate is
often quoted as c=!p per ZR which would limit the dis-

tance over which such an ultrashort pulse can be self-
guided to a few ZR [14]. However, nonlinear theory [11]
and more recent 3D phenomenological theory [17] of
LWFA show that in spite of diffractive erosion, self-
guiding and wake excitation is indeed possible over tens
of ZR in the blowout regime.
To achieve such self-guiding in the blowout regime over

a distance for significant acceleration, w0 must be matched
to the blowout radius Rb of the electrons so that kpwo ’
kpRb ’ 2

ffiffiffiffiffi

a0
p

. For a matched spot wm ’ Rb, this can be

expressed as kpwm ¼ 2
ffiffiffi

2
p ð PPc

Þ1=6. It has been shown that

for P=Pc > 1 and wo > wm, the spot size will converge to
(and remain at) wm [2,7] where diffraction at the head of
the laser pulse is minimized. As wo is reduced from the
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matched spot size, diffraction loss tends to increase [2]. As
a matched ultrashort laser pulse with ao � 2 propagates
through the plasma, the front of the laser pulse locally
pump depletes as the wake is excited causing the photons
to shift to longer wavelengths. These frequency down-
shifted photons slip back due to dispersion with a velocity
vetch ¼ c!2

p=!
2
0 into the wake where the transverse den-

sity depression is sufficient for guiding them. Here, vetch is
the difference between the linear and nonlinear group
velocity of the laser pulse [11]. This considerably reduces
the loss from diffractive erosion and leads to an enhanced
a0 from the downshifted photons at the head of the laser
pulse [2]. This, in turn, helps maintain a strong plasma
wake over many ZR. Ultimately, energy transfer from the
laser to the wake limits the length over which such a pulse
can be self-guided by the plasma [2,11]. To the first order,
this nonlinear pump depletion length Lpd is given as [10],

Lpd ¼ c

vetch

ðc�Þ ’ !2
o

!2
p

ðc�Þ / 1

ne
: (1)

For 2< ao < 20, this scaling is independent of a0, and
therefore independent of power as long as P=Pc > 1.
Beyond the pump depletion limit, the pulse is so severely
etched that it is no longer intense enough to excite a wake
and therefore no longer guided.

Experiments reported here were conducted using a Ti:
sapphire laser system capable of providing up to 12 TW,
50� 5 fs FWHM laser pulses with a central wavelength of
0:815 �m. The targets used were four different diameter
(2, 3, 5, and 8.5 mm) supersonic helium gas jets [18]. For
each shot, the laser energy and pulse length were moni-
tored. Plasma was produced via tunnel ionization by the
laser field [19]. Plasma interferometry carried out with a
65 fs transverse probe pulse revealed no ionization due to
any residual prepulse.

The laser pulse was focused using a f=5 off-axis parab-
ola to a wo of 5:5 �m giving a ZR of 115 �m. Measure-
ments show that about �60% of the laser energy is con-
tained within this w0. After accounting for this energy
difference and using the measured pulse lengths, the typi-
cal range of focused intensities correspond to 1:3< ao <
3:5 for these experiments.

The experimental setup is illustrated in the inset to
Fig. 1. A detailed schematic including diagnostics can be
found in Ref. [20]. Most of the results discussed here were
obtained using the 5 mm gas jet; the other gas jets gave
qualitatively similar results. The plasma density profile
was measured by interferometry and is also shown in the
Fig. 1 inset. Within the�1� 1018 cm�3 errors, an on-axis
density profile was found which is constant over 4:9�
0:2 mm and having entrance and exit ramp lengths of
�150 �m. By varying the gas-jet nozzle’s backing pres-
sure, plasma densities ranging from 4� 1018 to 1�
1019 cm�3 could be produced. For this density range, wm

varies from 8 to 4 �m. The parameter P=Pc was varied by

varying the combination of ne and P. For the range of
plasma densities, the laser pulse length of 50 fs corre-
sponds to 0:8�w < c� < 1:2�w, where �w ’ 4c

wp

ffiffiffiffiffi

a0
p

is the

nonlinear wavelength of the first wake period [2]. The laser
photons transmitted by the plasma were collected and sent
to two independent, imaging diagnostics. One of these
provided a relayed image of either the entrance or the
exit of the gas jet in use and was measured with a 12 bit
CCD camera. The observed variation of the mean spot size
at the plasma exit versus P=Pc for plasmas produced using
2 and 5 mm long gas-jet nozzles is shown in Fig. 1. In both
cases, the spot size shows a decrease from its vacuum spot
size for P=Pc > 0:4. The minimum measured spot size of
10 �m, reached at P=Pc ’ 1, is limited by the optical
imaging system.
The laser spot images in vacuum at the entrance and exit

of the 5 mm nozzle are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b),
respectively. Note that the � 160 �m spot in Fig. 2(b) is
much larger than those plotted in Fig. 1. Figures 2(c)–2(f)
show images of the laser spot at the exit of the 5 mm long
plasma (gas jet on) as ne is increased. At ne ¼
4� 1018 cm�3 and P=Pc ’ 0:6, a hint of a well-guided
spot (black lineout) first appears, although it is surrounded
by a halo of diffracted light (white lineout) as seen in
Fig. 2(c). As ne is increased to 6� 1018 cm�3 and to
P=Pc to 1, the guided spot becomes more pronounced
compared with the halo surrounding it, as shown in
Fig. 2(d). Best guiding is observed for a density of 7�
1018 cm�3 and P=Pc ’ 1 as shown in Fig. 2(e). Here
wo ’ wm. Relative to the peak intensity, there is very little
intensity in the surrounding halo since the black and white
lineouts are almost identical. As ne is further increased to
8� 1018 cm�3, the fraction of the transmitted energy that
is contained in the guided spot clearly decreases (i.e., the
halo reappears) as seen in Fig. 2(f). This is thought to be
due to a combination of continuous diffraction of the head
of the pulse (beam head erosion) and energy depletion to
the wake (pump depletion). We have determined that the

FIG. 1 (color). The 1=e2 radius laser spot size measured at the
exit of the plasma vs P=Pc for 2 and 5 mm long gas-jet targets.
The dotted line is the resolution limit. The experimental arrange-
ment is illustrated in the inset. Also shown is a typical 5 mm jet
plasma density profile.
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guided spot in Fig. 2(e) contained �70% of the total
transmitted energy in the laser pulse. The efficacy of
self-guiding for this initial 5:5 �m spot falls off for both
higher and lower densities from a peak where the density,
power, and spot size are matched.

Results of three-dimensional simulations of the ex-
perimental matched conditions using the particle-in-cell
(PIC) code OSIRIS are shown in Figs. 2(f) and 2(h). An
example of electron blowout in the first plasma period as
seen throughout this simulation is shown in Fig. 2(g). Here
the pulse has propagated a distance 3.3 mm (28 ZR).
Figure 2(h) shows a forward image of the simulation laser
pulse at the end of 5 mm which is directly analogous to
Figs. 2(c)–2(f). As in the experiment [Fig. 2(e)], the simu-
lation spot is well defined with little halo.

The second forward imaging system is nearly identical
to that used for the data in Fig. 2 except that the image is
formed onto the slit of an imaging spectrograph with a
wavelength resolution of 7 nm and spatial resolution of
�15 �m. The resulting imaged spectra, corrected for the
�-dependent transmission of the imaging optics, are shown
in Figs. 3(a)–3(c). The corresponding Figs. 3(d)–3(f) have
been normalized to 1 within each spectral bin. This proce-
dure brings out the spectral content of the halo which,

although it is not very intense, can contain a significant
amount of the total energy in the pulse spread over a much
wider area.
In Figs. 3(a)–3(c), the spectral content of the resolution

limited guided spot is recognized as the narrow feature
stretching across the entire range of the spectrometer. The
white curve along the side reveals the spatial size and total
energy contrast of this guided feature for each of the three
cases. Since c�� �p for this range of ne, spectral modu-

lation must come from the interaction of the laser pulse
with the first plasma period. Compared with the initial
normalized spectrum of the laser (black curve), the white
curve along � shows photon acceleration at the back of the
pulse which leads to a blueshift and pump depletion at the
front of the pulse which redshifts the photons [21]. This
spatially narrow but spectrally broad feature is evidence for
the existence of the laser pulse residing within a large
amplitude wake throughout the full length of the plasma
and thus of self-guiding.
In Figs. 3(a) and 3(d), the spectrum of the light exiting a

5 mm long, 7� 1018 cm�3 plasma is shown. This is where
Fig. 2(d) showed the highest contrast between the guided
spot and the surrounding halo. These spectral images show
that the spectral range is confined only to the narrow,
guided region which indicates optimal self-guiding. As
the density is increased to 8:5� 1018 cm�3, the frequency
content of the guided portion of the laser pulse, Fig. 3(b), is

FIG. 3 (color). Here (a)–(c) are the spectra of the pulse imaged
at the exit of each gas jet. Corresponding parts (d)–(f) have been
normalized along each spectral bin to accentuate which wave-
lengths are guided. The white curve along the side (Y) is the
spectrally integrated spatial distribution. The white curve along
� is the spatially integrated spectrum. The black curve is the
initial pulse spectrum.

FIG. 2 (color). Images of the laser spot at vacuum best focus
(a) and after 5 mm in vacuum (b). Parts (c)–(f) are images of the
spot at the exit of the 5 mm plasma with densities of 4, 6, 7, and
8� 1018 cm�3, respectively. White curves are lineouts in the x
direction after summing in the y direction, whereas the black
curves are a lineout through the center of the guided spot from
which the spot size at the exit is obtained. Parts (g),(h) show
results from 3D PIC simulation for the case shown in (e).
Density at 3.3 mm (g) and exit laser spot (h).
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qualitatively similar to that in Fig. 3(a). However, the
normalized spectrum of Fig. 3(e) shows that some of the
redshifted photons (which have lost energy to the wake) are
spread over a wider area because of diffraction. This
enhanced diffraction near the front of the pulse suggests
that the laser pulse is near Lpd for this ne as expected from

Eq. (1). Because of the now reduced contrast between the
guided and unguided portions of the pulse, the weak,
ionization blueshifted photons [22] at the very front of
the pulse are now visible.

To achieve a degree of self-guiding over 8.5 mm, a lower
ne of 4:5� 1018 cm�3 was used to avoid pump depletion
as described in Eq. (1). Additionally, the laser power was
increased to maintainP=Pc � 1. For this ne,wo < wm, and
thus most of the laser pulse could not be self-guided. As
seen in Figs. 3(c) and 3(f), the spectrum of the transmitted
light once again shows the usual broadband and spatially
narrow, but now, weakly guided feature. In addition, how-
ever, the broad unguided feature seen in Fig. 3(e) is now all
ionization blueshifted.

In Fig. 4, the range of densities over which self-guiding
was observed for gas jets of different lengths is plotted. The
yellow shaded area defines the area where guiding is ex-
pected to occur. Here the highest density is bounded by Lpd

(the solid red curve), while the lowest density is bounded
by the required density channel depth (dotted pink line).
For the case of complete cavitation, the required depth
�n=ne is limited by ne, such that kpwo � 2; i.e., ne > 4�
1018 cm�3 for our wo. The maximum propagation length
for a laser pulse which erodes due to diffraction by a
distance of c=!p per initial ZR is also plotted (dashed

curve). All observed self-guided lengths exceed this sup-

posed limitation. Instead, the maximum ne points where
self-guiding was measured for all the plasma lengths are
consistent with the limitations imposed by the Eq. (1)
scaling. At the highest densities, c� > �w, and pulse evo-
lution must happen before the experiment is in the blowout,
LWFA regime. However, since at these highest densities,
where P=Pc � 1, this occurs rapidly. At the lowest den-
sities, while c� < �w, the self-guiding process is limited by
a drop in the maximum value of �n=ne as well as a
reduction of P=Pc.
In conclusion, experimental results demonstrate self-

guiding of intense but ultrashort laser pulses over tens of
ZR in a plasma. The observed self-guiding is most effective
when wo is matched to the blowout radius Rb. The beam
head erosion rate due to diffraction is considerably less
than the simple estimate of c=!p per ZR. The ultimate

limit of self-guided propagation distance in the blowout
regime is the pump depletion of the laser pulse.
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FIG. 4 (color). Summary of densities where self-guiding was
observed by forward exit imaging and associated forward spec-
trum in each of the four gas jets. The solid red curve is the plot of
Eq. (1) for a 55 fs laser pulse.
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